
IN-bONd ReSeRveS
You now have the opportunity to  
store your en primeur wines with  
The Society ‘in bond’, which means  
that the Duty and VAT are payable 
when the wine is delivered to you.  
For more details, please visit  
thewinesociety.com/reserves

en primeur

2016 Rhône &  
lAngUeDOc-ROUSSIllOn
An exceptional vintage of wonder, pleasure and joy

thewinesociety.com/rhoneep

Five words to encapsulate  
the 2016 vintage? exuberance, 
ripeness, freshness, energy  
and harmony. 

Or just one word, from all the 
growers I asked? ‘exceptional.’ 

The weather remained perfect at 
harvest time, so growers had the 
luxury of being able to pick as they 
pleased, optimising ripeness, plot 
by plot. One grower referred to 
the fruit at harvest time as in 
‘demonstration mode’: the crop 
was immaculate and ripeness 
complete. even the stalks that 
often remain green, had, in many 
cases, turned brown!

The wines really are that good,  
in both the north and the south – 
the latter boasting some 
remarkable successes, especially in 
Châteauneuf-du-Pape. This is a 
vintage of wonder, pleasure and 
joy; and I urge you not to miss it.

Marcel Orford-Williams 
Society Buyer

This offer will close at 8pm,  
Tuesday 20th February, 2018.  
For information regarding 
availability after this date, please 
contact The Society on 
01438 741177.
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Never bought en primeur before?
Find out why this is the perfect vintage to start…
As you’ll have seen from Marcel’s note on the cover, this is an extraordinary vintage for the Rhône and we’re very excited to 
share it with you. By buying the wines ‘en primeur’ (before they are bottled), you’ll be reserving something very special for the 
future. The wines will arrive in autumn 2018 (whites) and spring 2019 (reds), after which you can either take delivery straight 

away or store them with us (see overleaf for details).

The best-value pick of the bunch
We’re keenly aware that choosing from over 200 wines is a thrill to some, but a headache for others!  
That’s why we’ve put together a selection of 12 wines here that encapsulate all the joys of this great year at excellent prices.
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 2016: The Essentials. 
Please note that you can find these wines elsewhere in our offer under their regional sections.

 Ref   In-bond delivered price dozen six

84 RH48851 Laudun Côtes-du-Rhône villages, Château Courac  £58 –
    The top wine from a husband-and-wife team who manage their estate with great flair. no oak 

here, just lashings of sun-ripened fruit.  2019–2026. Magnums available.

100 RH49001 Côtes-du-Rhône villages Reserve Wine Society, Paul Jaboulet Aîné  £68 –
    An exclusive, full-flavoured and delicious blend via one of the region’s top names. Perfect for earlier 

drinking. 2019–2025. Magnums available.

85 RH48931 vinsobres Altitude 420, domaine Jaume  £70 –
    From grapes grown at altitude, meaning they keep their freshness, this is has wonderful depth and 

ripeness but never lets go of those mountain breezes. 2019–2026. Magnums and halves available.

1 RH49661 Côtes-du-Rhône brézème, Château de la Rolière £82 –
    From a tiny outpost of syrah grown between the northern and southern Rhône, this is a baby 

crozes-hermitage in style with lots of lovely, juicy raspberry-like fruit. 2019–2025.

102 RH49061 Cairanne ventabren villages, domaine des escaravailles £82 –
    Juicy, sensuous fruit, full-bodied and rich red from a members’ favourite grower in an exciting part 

of the Rhône.  2019–2025.

90 RH48911 Lirac, Château Mont-Redon  £85 –
    Winemaker Pierre Fabre seems to think that this is his best lirac since 2010 and I wouldn’t disagree. 

A lovely ripe red with delightful strawberry-like fruit. 2019–2027.

3 RH48161 Crozes-Hermitage, Maison des Alexandrins Nicolas Perrin  – £57
     This brings together fruit from many of crozes-hermitage’s top names in a dark-fruited deeply 

sensuous blend, with a lovely touch of graphite-like complexity. 2019–2027. Magnums available.

115 RH49171 Gigondas Tour Sarrasine, Clos des Cazaux   £62
    A huge wine, fruit-driven and offering stunning depth, richness and length in 2016. Made from 70% 

grenache and the rest evenly split between syrah and mourvèdre. 2020–2028. 
Magnums and halves available.

129 RH47521 Côtes-du-Rhône Rouge, Coudoulet de beaucastel    £72
    The vines fall outside the official châteauneuf boundary, but the style is the same, offering both 

depth and charm in abundance. 2019–2026. Magnums available.

17 RH48271 Saint-Joseph Clos de Cuminaille, domaine Gaillard   £77
    One of the loveliest vintages of clos cuminaille that I can remember: velvety with depth of flavour 

and weight of fruit. A joy. 2020–2029.

131 RH49311 Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Château Mont-Redon   £90
    An outstanding Mont-Redon and for me one of the stars of the 2016 vintage. A wonderful 

concoction of plum and spice cast in steel. 2022–2034. Magnums and halves available.

50 RH48521 domaine René Rostaing Les Lézardes, vin de Pays des Collines Rhodaniennes   £97
    A côte-Rôtie in all but name, from one of the region’s great winemakers. Made from a small patch 

of vineyard on very steep slopes, this is fruity, juicy and luscious. 2019–2025. 2016

2016 RHÔNe: THe eSSeNTIALS CASe 
drinking Window 2019–2025

Order now and look forward to the variety and excitement of this great vintage – from 
Côtes-du-Rhône to Châteauneuf-du-Pape – in one box! This great-value case features  
one bottle of each of the above twelve wines.

 
213  ref OC4426 at £117
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CROzeS-HeRMITAGe ANd bRézèMe 
2016 is a fine vintage here, with lots of fruit and, at the best estates, weight and depth to match some of the best wines of the 
northern Rhône. 

 Ref   In-bond delivered price dozen six

1 RH49661 Côtes-du-Rhône brézème, Château de la Rolière £82 –
    Brézème is in a kind of no-man’s land between the northern and southern Rhône. It’s a tiny outpost 

of syrah which grows on gently sloping limestone soils close to the river Drôme. Reminiscent of 
crozes-hermitage in style with lots of lovely, juicy raspberry-like fruit. 2019–2025.

2 RH48151 Crozes-Hermitage Meysonniers, Chapoutier  – £52
    Terrific and great-value syrah, made without any oak and offering plenty of pure, crunchy fruit. A 

lovely choice for early drinking. 2019–2024.

3 RH48161 Crozes-Hermitage, Maison des Alexandrins Nicolas Perrin  – £57
    This is the new name for what used to be known simply as nicolas Perrin, and brings together fruit 

from many of crozes-hermitage’s top names in a dark-fruited deeply sensuous blend, with a lovely 
touch of graphite-like complexity. 2019–2027. Magnums available.six

4 RH47341 Crozes-Hermitage La Croix du verre, domaine dumaine  – £62
    like many growers in this part of the Rhône, Olivier Dumaine divides his time between tending his 

vines and growing apricots. But the future is crozes-hermitage and his top cuvée is particularly 
lovely: full of flavour, generous and long. 2019–2026.

5 RH48171 Crozes-Hermitage Alberic bouvet, domaine Gilles Robin  – £72
    gilles Robin looks for texture in his top wines and creates a velvety red by picking fully ripe grapes 

and via masterful use of oak. This is especially deeply coloured and scented in 2016. 2020–2028.

6 RH48201 Crozes-Hermitage Trois Chênes, emmanuel darnaud  – £72
    A well-crafted crozes from the son-in-law of hermitage grandee Bernard Faurie. This was tasted 

from several barrels and from different plots, and has plenty of fruit, attractive roundness and a 
tingle of freshness. 2019–2027.

7 RH48181 Crozes-Hermitage Les Palignons, vins de vienne  – £77
    Dark, ripe, succulent and full-flavoured syrah with plenty of blackberry-like fruit. This comes from a 

fine négoce house set up by local luminaries Pierre gaillard, Yves cuilleron and François Villard. 
2019–2026.

ReGION by ReGION
The Northern Reds
These wines are bright and sleek, and have a wonderful density 
and purity of fruit, fine, well-integrated tannins and perfect balance. 
Despite the quality, it was not quite plain sailing in the north: 
hermitage was hit by hail in April, in some cases halving the crop. 
Thankfully, the vines themselves were not too damaged and the 
wines, if anything, are even more concentrated as a result. 
everywhere is good but Saint-Joseph performed particularly well, 
with its steep granitic slopes tempering the ardour of the vintage. 

The Southern Reds
Perfection! From beginning to end, nothing went against the 2016 
harvest in the south. There was heat and rain when it was needed 
and not a drop more! The wines are a joy. They have weight and 
concentration to be sure, with tannins that are fine and well 
integrated, and yet they also have real lift and charm. châteauneuf 
is outstanding but then so is everything else. This will be one to 
savour over many years to come.

The Languedoc-Roussillon
Fantastic wines: classic, pure and with a wonderful balancing 
freshness that really seems to be the signature of this vintage. 

The Whites
The cool summer nights helped to preserve the fruit in the white 
wines too, and they are excellent: full of flavour and concentration 
(especially in hail-affected hermitage), but also showing purity of 
fruit and invigorating freshness. The condrieu wines are wonderful, 
opulent yet focused, and the Saint-Péray and crozes-hermitage 
whites also stand out for depth and grace. In general, the whites 
are likely to keep well too.
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 Ref        In-bond delivered price six

8 RH48231 Crozes-Hermitage, Château de Saint Cosme   £77
    Deeply coloured and food-friendly syrah. Barrel aged, bringing a hint of vanilla to the flavour, fat and 

long on the finish. 2020–2027.

9 RH48191 Crozes-Hermitage Cuvée Gaby, domaine du Colombier   £82
    This barrel-aged crozes is the top cuvée from a family of fruit farmers with vines in both crozes and 

on hermitage itself. Ripe-tasting and beautifully put together, with glorious dark-fruit flavour. 2019–2028.

10 RH47311 Crozes-Hermitage Les Picaudières, domaine Rousset   £85
    This concentrated, savoury red comes from a single vineyard planted on a very steep slope, hewn 

out of the granite. Made by one of the oldest estates in the region, the wine has raspberry and 
cherry fruit, and hermitage-like finesse and presence. 2021–2028.

11 RH47191 Crozes-Hermitage Le Grand Courtil, Ferraton   £90
    A fine, concentrated crozes from vines to the east of hermitage and from similar soils to its 

illustrious neighbour. Wonderful flavours of dark ripe fruit, olive and liquorice. 2019–2028.

12 RH48221 Crozes-Hermitage domaine des Grands Chemins, delas   £92
    Plenty of colour, concentration and fresh, juicy flavour here. A very fine syrah from an area known as 

les chassis. 30% of the fruit is raised in barrel to add texture and structure. 2019–2027.

13 RH48241 Crozes-Hermitage domaine de Thalabert, Paul Jaboulet Aîné   £98
    Sleek, savoury and silky: an outstanding, ripe vintage of this famed wine from one of the region’s 

greatest names. 2021–2030. Magnums and halves available.

14 RH48251 Crozes-Hermitage Rouge domaine Roure, Paul Jaboulet Aîné   £135
    historically, Roure was a name to be reckoned with in crozes. Indeed, the late gérard Jaboulet 

always used to think it made some of the best wine in the region, so it was not surprising that 
Jaboulet bought part of the estate when it came up for sale. Similar to Saint-Joseph in style (and 
coming from similar granite soil), this small-production gem offers tension, great depth and length of 
flavour. 2021–2032.

15 RH47141 Crozes Hermitage Les varonniers, Chapoutier   £155
    A baby hermitage. Some of the fruit comes from the flatlands known as chassis but what defines 

this cuvée is the granite south-east-facing slope right next to hermitage itself, imbuing the wine 
with many of the qualities associated with the famed hill. long and fine, with excellent ageing 
potential. 2020–2028.

SAINT-JOSePH
2016 is an exceptionally good vintage in this haven of hand-crafted syrah. Most of the vines are tucked in beneath the granite 
escarpment that marks the right bank of the Rhône, and the steep slopes act as sun traps. elegance and precision are matched by 
depth and concentration.

 Ref        In-bond delivered price six

16 RH48261 Saint-Joseph Offerus, Selections Jean-Louis Chave   £75
    Polished, expressive, refined Saint-Joseph from one of the greatest names of the northern Rhône. 

The wine is sourced from different plots of land over a radius of about five miles, with most now 
coming from the estate’s own vines – including some from the famed clos de l‘Arbelestier. A great 
buy. 2019–2026.

17 RH48271 Saint-Joseph Clos de Cuminaille, domaine Gaillard   £77
    One of the loveliest vintages of clos cuminaille that I can remember: velvety with depth of flavour 

and weight of fruit. A joy. 2020–2029.

18 RH48321 Saint-Joseph, domaine André Perret   £77
    Packed with ripe-tasting fruit yet also charm and delicacy, this is a very smart buy in this wonderful 

vintage for Saint-Joseph. 2019–2027.

19 RH47431 Saint-Joseph, Cave Merlin   £80
    François Merlin is a talented grower with cellars above the famous château grillet. his peppery  

Saint-Joseph is ripe-tasting and generous, and will be a fine option for early drinking. 2019–2026.

20 RH48291 Saint-Joseph, Château de Saint Cosme   £85
    Very fruity, but also elegant and refined, this is a delicious barrel-aged syrah offering admirable 

precision and length in this stand-out vintage for Saint-Joseph. 2020–2028.
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 Ref        In-bond delivered price six

21 RH48351 Saint-Joseph Arzelle, vin de vienne   £87
    A very impressive Saint-Joseph, not unlike a mini côte-Rôtie in style, with deep colour and flavours 

of ripe plum and graphite. Very black and intense in 2016. 2019–2026.   In-bond delivered price six

22 RH48281 Saint-Joseph Les Royes Rouge, domaine Courbis   £105
    The wine is soft and polished; the vineyard is terrifying and steep! grown on a slope of limestone 

instead of the more common granite, close to the border with cornas, this is ripe, supple and 
relatively forward. 2021–2027.

23 RH47221 Saint-Joseph Lieu-dit Paradis, Ferraton  £110 
    This comes from the village of Mauves, where syrah is planted on a bed of clay and granite with  

a layer of loess. The resultant wine has a core of graphite, with succulent and rich layers of fruit.  
A splendid northern Rhône syrah. 2019–2027.

24 RH48301 Saint-Joseph, domaine Gripa   £117
    A very attractive syrah from an overperforming region that can be broached early: nothing not to 

like here! A full, silky and delightful wine. 2019–2026.

25 RH48131 Saint-Joseph Les Olivaies, domaine Coursodon   £120
    Sumptuous syrah, packed with dense, ripe, black fruit. Unusually weighty in 2016 and with a very 

long finish. 2020–2030.

26 RH48331 Saint-Joseph Rouge, domaine du Tunnel   £122
    Stéphane Robert owns several plots in Saint-Joseph and weaves their fruit into fine, polished wines. 

here he shows off the excellence of the 2016 vintage in the form of a dark, granitic and brooding 
syrah. 2020–2028.

27 RH47161 Saint-Joseph Lieu-dit Saint-Joseph, Ferraton   £130 
    Sensuous, richly flavoured syrah from the heart of Saint-Joseph. In this superb vintage, the wine 

offers remarkable levels of concentration and finesse. 2020–2029.

28 RH48311 Saint-Joseph Les Reflets, domaine villard   £130
    Sumptuous and delightful in 2016, this is a dense and full-flavoured syrah of great character and 

class. 2021–2030.

29 RH48341 Saint-Joseph Tildé, domaine Pierre-Jean villa   £135
    Set to become a major player, Pierre-Jean Villa’s small (for now) northern Rhône holdings include 

some fine parcels on good slopes. This is a lovely, ripe-tasting Saint-Joseph. 2020–2028.

30 RH48371 Saint-Joseph La Croix des vignes, Paul Jaboulet Aîné   £139
    Only a few hundred cases of this wine are made from a tiny plot under Jaboulet’s ownership. Black, 

fragrant and very elegant, balanced well with the concentration that comes from 2016’s later harvest. 
2021–2032.

31 RH48361 Saint-Joseph Rouge, domaine Gonon   £147
    Brothers Pierre and Jean gonon represent artisan winemaking at its best, crafting their wines from 

old vines on some of the best slopes in the southern part of Saint-Joseph. Very fine and long in 
2016. 2021–2030.

32 RH48381 Saint-Joseph Sainte-epine, delas   £187
    The flagship wine at Delas. Sainte-epine is one of the best slopes in Saint-Joseph, with some of  

the oldest vines in the appellation, and it produced a wonderfully fragrant and refined red in 2016. 
2021–2029.

33 RH47131 Saint-Joseph Granits Rouge, Chapoutier   £205
    An outstanding Saint-Joseph, made from low-yielding syrah to bring a full dark-berry fruit character 

to the wine, with a sprinkle of black-pepper complexity. Superb. 2020–2028.
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CORNAS
In a world of granite, Cornas is a striking Mediterranean enclave, sheltered from the north winds and enjoying flora more in common 
with Provence, such as evergreen oaks and wild olive trees. The vines, bathed in sunlight, are among the first to ripen, and in this 
fabulous year this was achieved fully, resulting in full-bodied and often dramatic reds.

 Ref        In-bond delivered price six

34 RH48401 Cornas Champelrose, domaine Courbis   £107
    long and suitably rich, this excellent 2016 includes 10% from Sabarotte (a fabulous vineyard in the 

heart of cornas) in the blend for added depth and weight of fruit.  2021–2030.

35 RH48411 Cornas, domaine Alain verset   £107
    The nephew of the much-missed titan of cornas, noël Verset, Alain inherited a part of his uncle’s 

vineyard, crafting a delicious wine: deceptively soft, uncomplicated yet satisfying and with good 
ageing potential. Alain’s daughter, emmanuelle, is gradually taking over, though is currently expecting 
her first baby. 2021–2030.

36 RH48421 Cornas Grandes Terraces, Paul Jaboulet Aîné   £110
    Although Jaboulet are famous for their hermitage and crozes, cornas has always been a place the 

family has felt close to, and their 2016 is rich, chocolatey and well worth trying. 2021–2029. Magnums 
available. 

37 RH48391 Cornas Les empreintes, domaine durand   £112
    excellent in 2016, and such good value. This blend comes from good plots in the best parts of 

cornas (including Patou, chaillots and Mazard), farmed by two brothers. Syrah from Patou brings 
richness and chaillots depth and backbone, creating a wine that is more than the sum of its parts. 
2022–2030.

38 RH48431 Cornas, Maison des Alexandrins Nicolas Perrin   £117
    An exciting cornas with plenty of bright dark fruit, its obvious charm overlaying a fine structure 

that will ensure a rewarding future. 2021–2029.

39 RH47171 Cornas Lieu-dit Patou, Ferraton   £120
    Warmth and generosity abound in this rich, concentrated, weighty and full-flavoured wine. A real 

taste of the southern style of cornas. 2020–2030.

40 RH47961 Cornas Patou, domaine dumien Serette   £122
    This is a small production of ripe-tasting southern-style cornas, based on an excellent vineyard 

called Patou. The very traditional cellars here are among my favourites: earthen floors, yet clean 
and tidy, right by the church and a few doors down to where the great cornas winemaker noël 
Verset used to live. 2021–2032.

41 RH48441 Cornas Chante Perdrix, delas   £127
    Delas made an excellent cornas in 2016 with glorious fruit and fat to the texture. A grand statement 

from this small high-quality house, owned now for some time by champagne’s louis Roederer.  
2021–2030.

The Perrin family made faboulous wines in 2016
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 Ref        In-bond delivered price six

42 RH47201 Cornas Les eygats, Ferraton   £135
    les eygats is a vineyard to the north of cornas, producing wines that always have more food-

friendly ‘grip’ than those of Patou or Sabarotte. This is jet-black, tightly wrought, sinewy and juicy 
with flavours of cassis and spice. 2021–2031.

43 RH48451 Cornas La Geynale, domaine vincent Paris   £180
    Pretty monumental cornas in 2016 from Vincent Paris, a young vigneron who acquired part of his 

vineyard from his uncle, Robert Michel. From very old vines here on the geynale slope which 
Robert owned, resulting in wonderful unforced concentration and sweet-tasting blackberry fruit. 
2022–2032.

44 RH48461 Cornas Sabarotte, domaine Courbis   £195
     This full-bodied meaty syrah is the top wine at Domaine courbis. Very rich and complex, this is a 

wine that will positively sing with game. 2022–2032.

45 RH48481 Cornas domaine Saint Pierre, Paul Jaboulet Aîné  £199
    In great vintages, those vines right at the top of cornas, past the chapel dedicated to Saint Peter, 

come into their own to produce a style that encapsulates both power and elegance. This has just 
that, with a rich core of pure, ripe blackberry fruit. 2024–2035.

46 RH48471 Cornas vieilles vignes, domaine voge   £220
    hugely impressive wine from Alain Voge. he owns some of the best plots in cornas, which are 

worked by his partner, Albéric Mazoyer, who used to be winemaker at chapoutier. A fat, dark and 
richly flavoured triumph. 2024–2035. Magnums available.

SeySSueL ANd vIN de PAyS
Purity and precision are the watchwords for the 2016s from Seyssuel, a resurgent village just outside vienne. Grapes were grown here 
back in Roman times and, according to Pliny, great wine was made. The vineyards disappeared when the phylloxera outbreak ravaged the 
region, but in 1997 a move to replant began; and today there is talk of granting these wines full appellation status, such is the quality. 

 Ref        In-bond delivered price six

47 RH47511 Syrah ‘Les Candives’, yves Cuilleron   £46
    From vines outside the official Saint-Joseph boundary, this is a good-value barrel-aged northern 

Rhône syrah. Dark, delightful and full of fruit in this expressive vintage. 2019–2024.

48 RH48501 L’Aube, domaine Courbis    £60
    The courbis brothers planted some syrah on a steep slope above their Roye vineyard some four 

years ago; but, unknown to them, their plantings strayed onto non-appellation land!  This syrah 
cannot be labelled Saint-Joseph as a result, but this soft and velvety wine is a delight, and a very 
attractive choice for earlier drinking. 2019–2024.

49 RH48511 Rouge La Rosine Collines Rhodaniennes, domaine Ogier   £70
    From a slope that falls between côte-Rôtie and condrieu, planted with syrah and owned by the 

Ogier family, this is always one of the must-buys of the vintage. The 2016 is no exception: barrel 
aged like côte-Rôtie and imbued with finesse and great length. 2019–2026.

50 RH48521 Les Lézardes vin de Pays des Collines Rhodaniennes, domaine René Rostaing   £97
    This is a côte-Rôtie in all but name, from one of the region’s great winemakers. Made from a small 

patch of vineyard on very steep schistous slopes that hang precariously over the main road, this is 
fruity, juicy and luscious in 2016. 2019–2025.

51 RH48531 L’Âme Soeur, domaine Ogier  £135
    Stéphane Ogier was one of the growers who first took the plunge in the village of Seyssuel,  

planting on virgin slopes and now making lovely wine. This is dark and intense, with great finesse. 
2020–2028.

52 RH48541 Sotanum Collines Rhodaniennes, vins de vienne   £145
    The village of Seyssuel is now knocking at the door of many of its illustrious neighbours. This is the 

original wine from its modern renaissance, and the 2016 is a delight: deeply coloured and juicy with 
concentration of flavour, graphite and blackberry. 2022–2031.
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CÔTe-RÔTIe
After the wonderful powerful 2015s, the 2016s just might be even better. Indeed, several growers – secretly in some cases – seem to 
prefer this vintage. The reason? elegance – so important in defining Côte-Rôtie, and which is here in abundance. 

 Ref        In-bond delivered price six

53 RH48571 Côte-Rôtie, domaine burgaud   £145
    Bernard Burgaud is one of those rare growers who makes just the one wine. he does this by 

drawing on fruit from several plots, always beautifully prepared and using a small proportion of  
new oak barrels. The 2016 blend is very attractive indeed: finely textured with depth of flavour. 
2020–2032.

54 RH48551 Côte-Rôtie Triotes, domaine Garon   £147
    From a family that has owned vines on côte-Rôtie for several centuries, but who only began 

bottling the wine themselves in 1995. They have several plots (including combard and lancement) 
and make a full and generous style of wine, which in 2016 is accentuated by lovely sweetness of 
fruit. 2020–2028.

55 RH48601 Côte-Rôtie, Maison des Alexandrins Nicolas Perrin   £150
    This has Burgundian finesse and cherry-pip flavour in 2016. nicolas Jaboulet’s good contacts with 

côte-Rôtie growers allows him to blend different lots to make a very appealing, ripe, elegant wine. 
2021–2029.

56 RH48561 Côte-Rôtie, domaine Gaillard   £155
    Fragrance and texture are key to Pierre gaillard’s wines. Some of his plots are co-planted with the 

white viognier grape, which adds elegance and contributes to the fragrance. A very fine, soft and 
ripe-tasting wine. 2020–2029.

57 RH48591 Côte-Rôtie Champin Seigneur, domaine Gerin  ≈ £155
    exquisite côte-Rôtie from a high-performing estate in the northern part of the region. Two 

generations are at work here making polished wines of great expression and feel for terroir. 
glorious. 2021–2030.

58 RH48621 Côte-Rôtie Côte brune, domaine barge   £170
    côte-Rôtie on a grand scale with intense black-cherry fruit. Its weight, brooding power and 

structure will need patience, but it will be well worth the wait. 2022–2032. Magnums available.

59 RH48661 Côte-Rôtie bassenon, domaine Cuilleron   £170
    A fine example of the southern style of côte-Rôtie: soft and a little lighter, but very attractive, 

velvety and long. There is about 10% of viognier in the blend which adds fragrance. 2021–2030.

60 RH48631 Côte-Rôtie, domaine Clusel-Roch   £172
    Made mostly from northern côte-Rôtie vines, where soils are of dark schist rather than granite.  

The wines often have more colour and a flavour that can be described as mineral, stony, even  
slate-like. Brilliant in 2016 with a balance between weight and finesse reminiscent of fine Burgundy. 
2021–2031.

61 RH48641 Côte-Rôtie La Germine, duclaux   £172
    A lighter style from a well-established property with vines in the south of côte-Rôtie. This is a 

blend of wines from both young and older vines and includes about 5% of the white viognier grape 
for added fragrance. With a lovely middle palate, plenty of fat and yet a certain delicacy, this will be 
ready sooner than many other growers’ wines. 2019–2030.

62 RH48581 Côte-Rôtie Coeur du Combard, domaine barge   £185
    This comes from the heart of the combard slope (so steep that gilles Barge installed a Swiss-made 

monorail to help with the work!). Steel in a velvet glove: just as one would expect a fine côte-
Rôtie to be. 2021–2030. 

63 RH48691 Côte-Rôtie Galets blonds, domaine villard   £185
   Fabulous, dark, fragrant côte-Rôtie, with plenty of depth and length of flavour. 2021–2030.

64 RH48681 Côte-Rôtie Ampodium, domaine Rostaing   £230
    Full of pleasing charm, this has lovely ripe fruit yet structure too. A great vintage from an estate 

gradually being passed from father to son. 2020–2029.

65 RH48731 Côte-Rôtie Les Pierrelles, Paul Jaboulet Aîné   £230
    This tiny cuvée, all coming from Jaboulet-owned vineyards, has superb concentration and depth in 

2016, with flavours of graphite and dark cherry-like fruit, backed up with beautifully balanced 
freshness. 2022–2033.
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 Ref        In-bond delivered price six

66 RH48651 Côte-Rôtie Réserve, domaine Ogier   £265
    Stéphane Ogier’s new cellar has given him more space in which to make his excellent wines.  

I tasted the côte-Rôtie in its constituent parts: côte Bodin with its wonderful fragrance of rose 
petals, Fonjeant (above the côte Brune) with more structure and lancement with depth and 
finesse. The result will be a wonderful 2016 with finesse and complexity. 2021–2029.

67 RH48671 Côte-Rôtie Seigneur de Maugiron, delas   £275
    1988 was our first purchase of this wine and a member recently commented to say how lovely it 

still was! Over the course of 30 years, much has evolved chez Delas, with better winemaking now 
at play, and they rightly consider 2016 to be one of their best vintages. A côte-Rôtie of delicacy and 
finesse. 2021–2030.

68 RH48701 Côte-Rôtie Grandes Places, vin de vienne   £325
   Very impressive single-vineyard côte-Rôtie. Dark, chewy, concentrated and long. 2022–2030.

69 RH48711 Côte-Rôtie La Landonne, domaine Rostaing   £475
    Outstanding côte-Rôtie from one of the region’s great names. Members who bought the 2015 will 

find this lighter in style, with more charm and clarity. 2022–2033.

70 RH48721 Côte-Rôtie Côte blonde, domaine Rostaing   £525
    The 2016 of Rostaing’s côte Blonde is perfect! Deeply sensuous, lithe and fabulous wine.  

2022–2034.

HeRMITAGe 
2016 is one of the great vintages for the northern Rhône’s grandest region, maybe on a par with 1978. The vineyard area is relatively 
small and has few growers compared to Côte-Rôtie; and quantities were further reduced in 2016 due to hail. What has been made, 
though, is sublime, with stunning concentration, complexity and longevity.

 Ref        In-bond delivered price six

71 RH47211 Hermitage Les Miaux, Ferraton   £180
    Precious little was made in 2016 but what there is has great concentration and finesse, offering 

wonderful balance and a lovely, long finish. 2022–2033.

72 RH48751 ermitage, Maison des Alexandrins Nicolas Perrin   £200
    A fine hermitage from this exciting source, imbued with much more concentration and sheer 

matter than previous vintages due to the very low yields. 2022–2032.

73 RH48771 Hermitage La Maison bleue, Paul Jaboulet Aîné   £216
    This is the new name for la Petite chapelle, and there really is a blue house in the middle of the vines 

which is used for drying grapes to make vin de paille. But that’s another story. This hermitage comes 
from plots that tend to be situated to the east of the hill, resulting in a style that brings the tannins to 
the fore. A gorgeous 2016 with depth and concentration of flavour. 2023–2038. Magnums available.

74 RH48741 Hermitage, domaine du Colombier   £220
    In a year of very low yields on hermitage, this is appropriately dense and concentrated. Dark and 

ripe with brooding power. 2022–2034.

75 RH48791 Hermitage Rouge domaine des Tourettes, delas   £260
    elegant but full in flavour, this is a superb hermitage with an almost roasted dark-fruit character. 

Delas has a large stake on the granite Bessard slope which gives the wine its remarkable structure 
and staying power. 2022–2032.

76 RH48781 Hermitage, domaine Faurie   £290
    All chocolate and black cherry in 2016, this wonderful blend from greffieux, Bessards and Méal – 

from what seems like a garage beneath a rather unprepossessing house on the outskirts of Tournon 
– was made in minute quantities, but is utterly outstanding. 2023–2038.

77 RH48761     Hermitage Monier de la Sizeranne, Chapoutier  £297
    The sum of the parts from Michel chapoutier’s extensive holdings on hermitage, this is a deeply 

coloured, vibrant, chewy and multi-layered wine with great depth. 2022–2034. Magnums available.

78 RH48811 Hermitage Rouge, domaine Marc Sorrel   £312
    Tiny yields for Marc Sorrel in 2016 mean there will be no whites and very little red. What was 

made, however, is fine, concentrated and long. 2022–2035.

79 RH48841 Hermitage Rouge Greal, domaine Sorrel   £462
    From old vines taken from Méal and greffieux slopes, this is hugely impressive hermitage, boasting 

old-vine concentration with ample fat and weight of fruit. 2024–2037.
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 Ref        In-bond delivered price six

80 RH47251 ermitage Rouge Les Greffieux, Chapoutier   £500
    greffieux sits at the bottom of the Méal vineyard, where there is clay in the soil, as well as shingle, 

hence the combination of power and ripeness. Its wonderful bouquet of blackcurrant will develop 
over time, while the palate offers fabulous concentration and length. 2023–2035.

81 RH48821 Hermitage Les bessards, delas   £600
    A tiny cuvée of top, concentrated hermitage, drawn solely from the Bessards slope and structured for 

long-term keeping. It is currently shrouded in a thick cloak of tannin, but this wine will reward the 
patient. 2024–2038.

82 RH48831 Hermitage La Chapelle, Paul Jaboulet Aîné  £695
    Only the best plots – especially the Bessards and Méal vineyards – and the oldest vines go into the 

chapelle blend. Powerful yet vibrant and multi layered, this is a great vintage for this iconic wine. 
2024–2039. Magnums available. 

83 RH47261 ermite Rouge l’ermite, Chapoutier   £1,150
    The vines of l’ermite surround the chapel at the top of the hill of hermitage. The soil is sandy and 

shallow, and the wines have a certain austerity in youth before opening up to show delicacy and 
class. great finesse in 2016 with persistence and a real sense of structure. 2022–2036.

 2016 Southern Rhône.
Quite simply, 2016 will go down as one of the great vintages in the southern Rhône. everything came together at the right time under 
perfect conditions and was harvested with perfect ripeness. do not miss these wines.

THe RIGHT bANk, INCLudING LIRAC ANd LAuduN 
A treasure trove of wines that offer both substance and panache; sometimes close to Châteauneuf in style, but at a fraction of the price. 

 Ref   In-bond delivered price dozen 

84 RH48851 Laudun Côtes-du-Rhône villages, Château Courac  £58 
    The top wine from a husband-and-wife team who manage their estate with great flair. Made  

with no oak, just lashings of sun-ripened fruit, this blend of 60% grenache, 30% syrah and the  
rest mourvèdre and counoise will offer great drinking from 2019–2026.  
Magnums available.

85 RH48931 vinsobres Altitude 420, domaine Jaume  £70 
    As the name suggests, the grapes – 60% grenache and 40% syrah – are planted at altitude and so 

keep their freshness. The 2016 has colour, precision and great depth of flavour, and though fully ripe 
never lets go of those mountain breezes. 2019–2026. Magnums and halves available.

86 RH48941 valréas Côtes-du-Rhône villages, val des Rois  £72 
    emmanuel Bouchard farms on mostly north-facing slopes overlooking the bustling town of Valréas. 

The 2016 blend (75% grenache and 25% syrah) has lovely balance with both weight and lift, and 
ripe crunchy fruit on the palate. 2019–2028.

87 RH48891 Massif d’uchaux Grande Réserve, Château Saint-esteve  £79 
    This estate provides the setting for a liszt-inspired piano festival every summer, but its day job is to 

produce stylish, top-value red Rhônes of striking beauty. The 2016, a blend of 60% grenache and 
40% syrah, has wonderfully concentrated flavours of ripe, figgy fruit. Beautifully uncomplicated and 
charming wine. 2019–2028.

The hill at Hermitage, great wines but unfortunately in 
small quantities

Michel Chapoutier very proud of his 2016’s
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 Ref   In-bond delivered price dozen six

88 RH48871 Côtes-du-Rhône villages Omar khayyam, Mas du Libian  £80 –
    This will need a little time to knit together but will be worth it. It comes from an outstanding plot 

where much of the farming (which is biodynamic) is done by nestor the Shire horse! A vibrant and 
full-bodied wine, the blend of which is dominated by very ripe, low-yielding grenache, with syrah 
and mourvèdre in support. 2020–2027.

89 RH48951 Côtes-du-Rhône Mon Coeur, Sélection Jean-Louis Chave  £85 –
    Simply sensational in 2016. The origins for this wine have now been well established: Rasteau, 

cairanne, Visan and, above all, Vinsobres, which Jean-louis chave sees as having such great 
potential. 2019–2028.

90 RH48911 Lirac, Château Mont-Redon  £85 –
    Pierre Fabre, winemaker and boss of Mont-Redon, seems to think that this is his best lirac since 

2010 and I wouldn’t disagree. A lovely ripe blend of 70% grenache and 30% syrah with delightful 
strawberry-like fruit. 2019–2027.

91 RH48961 vinsobres Cuvée Référence, domaine Jaume  £92 –
    The Jaumes take the best grapes from the middle part of the slope to make this impressive, multi-

dimensional red. Mostly syrah but with grenache adding weight and mourvèdre bringing spice and 
complexity to this bright, juicy and full-flavoured wine. 2020–2028.

92 RH48971 Saint-Maurice Côtes-du-Rhône villages, Rouge de Rouville domaine de l’echevin  £95 –
    next to Vinsobres, Saint-Maurice is little known and boasts very few independent producers. 

Adrien Fabre is a glorious exception. his syrah-dominant wine – raised in a mixture of foudres and 
large barrels – is dark, full, spicy and, in this vintage, outstanding. 2021–2030.

93 RH48861 Saint-Gervais Les Rouvieres Côtes-du-Rhône villages, domaine Sainte-Anne  £105 –
    Quite frankly, this is one of the bargains of the Rhône Valley, modestly priced yet capable of 

achieving great complexity with age. The estate was among the first to plant the mourvèdre grape 
successfully and it accounts for 70% of this cuvée, all from old vines. 2021–2032.

94 RH48901 Massif d’uchaux vieilles vignes, Château Saint estève  £118 –
    here the blend is 50:50 grenache and syrah from vines with an average age of 45 years, providing 

concentration of fruit, and bolstered by barrel ageing, including some new oak to add spice. The 
result is delicious and quite remarkable for the money. 2021–2030.

95 RH48881 Saint-Gervais Côtes-du-Rhône villages les Mourillons, domaine Sainte-Anne  – £62
    A great option for medium-term keeping, this is a blackstrap, sinewy syrah. Very full-bodied, very 

rich and very delicious! 2021–2032.

96 RH48921 Lirac Nessun dorma, domaine Maby  £125 –
    Richard Maby’s ‘nessun Dorma’ cuvée is made with grenache and syrah, and the 2016 is a joy; 

brimming with flavours of ripe, juicy plums. 2019–2028.

97 RH47441 vinsobres, Les Hauts de Julien Perrin  – £99
    even before the Vinsobres region had acquired its cru status, the Perrin family had begun investing 

here and they now have the region’s largest estate. This is their top wine, 50:50 grenache and 
syrah, aged in oak. This will keep and develop well over the next 15 years at least. 2021–2033.

Richard Maby made joyful wines in 2016
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CAIRANNe, RASTeAu ANd NeIGHbOuRS
This vintage marks the elevation of Cairanne to cru status, and very fittingly too, as the year has really brought out the best in its 
wines. Though both occupying a central position in the south and producing equally full-bodied wines, these regions are not identical: 
Cairanne’s wines are subtler, while Rasteau’s are bold and dramatic. The flat, stony Plan de dieu extends below them and offers some 
superb-value wines. 

 Ref   In-bond delivered price dozen 

98 RH49011 Cairanne Côtes-du-Rhône villages, domaine de l’Ameillaud  £62 
    A gorgeous, fruity blend of grenache, syrah, carignan and mourvèdre which will be ready for 

drinking early and with much character. 2019–2024.

99 RH49031 Plan de dieu Côtes-du-Rhône villages, Château Saint Jean  £62
    good value for a rich, full-flavoured, thickly textured and spicy red from the sunbaked and 

appropriately named Plan de Dieu which used to be farmed by holy Sisters. 2019–2027.

100 RH49001 Côtes-du-Rhône villages Reserve Wine Society, Paul Jaboulet Aîné  £68 
    An exclusive blend from the Plan de Dieu, perfect for earlier drinking. Mostly grenache but with 

syrah and mourvèdre too, this is full-flavoured and delicious. 2019–2025. Magnums available.

101 RH49041 Cairanne Côtes-du-Rhône villages Les bruneau, domaine delubac  £78 
    A lovely full-flavoured cairanne with black, juicy fruit. crunchy and satisfyingly long, this reminds  

me in style of the 2010 vintage, which is drinking beautifully now. 2019–2026.

102 RH49061 Cairanne ventabren villages, domaine des escaravailles £82 
    Juicy, sensuous fruit, full-bodied and rich; this is another cairanne that reminds me of the excellent 

2010 vintage. 2019–2025.

103 RH49051 Cairanne, Clos Romane  £88 
    clos Romane used to deliver its grapes to the local co-op but took the plunge to go it alone and 

has never looked back. Their 2016 is a textbook example of cairanne, combining generosity and 
finesse. 2020–2029.

104 RH49071 Rasteau Côtes-du-Rhône villages, domaine la Soumade  £92 
    The bad news is that this fervent supporter of Marseille Football club has been in the wars, so it is 

the son who made this vintage. The good news is that he did a great job! This is a gorgeous, full and 
fruity Rasteau, best for early drinking. 2019–2025.

105 RH49081 Rasteau, La Ponce domaine des escaravailles  £95 
    A delicious, no-nonsense wine: full-bodied and generous, and based on very ripe grenache. Barrel-

aged syrah adds complexity and freshness. 2020–2028.

106 RH49091 Côtes-du-Rhône Les deux Albions, Château Saint Cosme £100 
    louis Barruol utilises several well-known Rhône villages in this blend, including cairanne and 

Vinsobres. nearly half is syrah with grenache, cinsault, carignan and even a little clairette playing 
supporting roles. The result is delicious, with a touch of tapenade mingling with the fresh 
blackberry-fruit flavour. 2019–2027.

107 RH49021 Plan de dieu domaine de Père et Fille, Paul Jaboulet Aîné  £105 
    Superbly rich and well-balanced red that uses 70% grenache with 20% syrah and 10% mourvèdre. 

Particularly ripe and succulent in this great vintage. 2020–2027.

Louis Barruol makes consistently good wines at Saint Cosme
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THe eASTeRN FRINGeS, PART ONe 
Sablet, Séguret and Vacqueyras
bordered by the natural rampart called the dentelles de Montmirail and with unspoiled Provence pastures beyond them, there are 
wonderful wines to be found here. Séguret produces a robust style, with sandy Sablet offering greater delicacy and vacqueyras with 
an accent on fruit.

 Ref   In-bond delivered price dozen six

108 RH49121 Côtes-du-Rhône villages Sablet, bertrand Stehelin  £90 –
    like gigondas in many ways, but lighter in style, this is a great effort from a superb source. 

Five generations have created this fine estate, with vines split between Sablet, châteauneuf-du-
Pape and gigondas. As the name suggests, the soils here are sandy and, as such, perfect for 
growing the mourvèdre grape. 2019–2025.

109 RH49141 vacqueyras Saint Roch, Clos des Cazaux  £95 –
    Around 70% grenache dominates this juicy blend, with the rest equally split between syrah and 

mourvèdre. Unoaked, meaning the accent is on lovely plummy fruit, and imbued with a charming 
seam of freshness in this great year. 2019–2026. Magnums and halves available.

110 RH49151 vacqueyras Les Templiers, Clos des Cazaux  – £52
    A great example of southern syrah, weightier than its northern counterparts, this is densely packed 

with blueberry fruit and offers rich, brooding power. 2020–2028.

111 RH49131 vacqueyras, Les Cyprès, Paul Jaboulet Aîné  £110 –
    Jaboulet get Vacqueyras just right, exemplifying the region’s certain charm as well as great fullness of 

flavour. They do this by blending many different elements with skill and their 2016, comprised of 
80% grenache and 20% syrah, is quite splendid. 2019–2027.

112 RH49111 Seguret Côtes-du-Rhône villages Grande Réserve, domaine de Mourchon  £130 –
    If only for the fabulous views, it is worth treking up to Mourchon. As it happens the wines are very 

good too, and Mourchon has rightly become Seguret’s leading estate. The old vines here imbue the 
wine with great concentration. 2021–2029.

THe eASTeRN FRINGeS, PART TWO
Gigondas, Ventoux and Beaumes de Venise
essentially, these are mountain vineyards, always under the influence of cool breezes: Gigondas produces bold, dramatic wines while 
ventoux and beaumes are gentler in style.

 Ref   In-bond delivered price dozen six

113 RH49101 ventoux epicure, Château valcombe  £72 –
    great value for money and a wine that repays keeping (as the 2009, luc guenard’s first vintage, 

shows upon retasting today). The 2016 is full-flavoured with ripe-tasting black-fruit flavours, 
conveyed with striking mountain freshness. 2019–2026.

114 RH49161 beaumes de venise Le Paradou, Paul Jaboulet Aîné  £92 –
    Dominated by mountain-grown grenache, this is round, fruity and rich with undertones of 

chocolate and ripe plum. Delicious early-drinking red. 2019–2025.

115 RH49171 Gigondas La Tour Sarrasine, Clos des Cazaux  – £62
    A huge wine, fruit-driven and offering stunning depth, richness and length in 2016. Made from 70% 

grenache and the rest evenly split between syrah and mourvèdre. 2020–2028. Magnums and halves 
available. 

116 RH49191 beaumes de venise, domaine La bouissières – £65
    This is an outstanding, heartwarming 85:15 grenache-syrah blend with a touch of strawberry and 

spice to the flavour. 2020–2028.

117 RH49211 Gigondas Grand Romane vieilles vignes, Pierre Amadieu  – £70
    This, the largest estate in gigondas, has made a 2016 that is full of potential for the cellar. At once 

generous and elegant (the secret is the high-altitude vineyards, high up in the Dentelles), this blend 
of grenache and mourvèdre is a triumph. 2020–2030. Magnums available.

118 RH49201 Gigondas Pierre Aiguille, Paul Jaboulet Aîné – £72
    Jaboulet made a knockout gigondas in 2016, utilising their impeccable sources to craft a wine that 

shows off this great year in style. 2020–2032. 
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119 RH49221 Gigondas, domaine du Cayron   £90
    An old-school style of gigondas. Three sisters share the work of making the family wine, which is 

raised in large oak foudres and offers fatness of texture and oodles of fruit. 2020–2029.

120 RH49231 Gigondas, domaine La bouissières   £92
    Outstanding gigondas from the excellent Faravel brothers, with flavours of dry fruit, plum, fig, even 

fruitcake. generous and splendid. 2021–2032.

121 RH49261 Gigondas Les Racines, domaine Les Pallieres   £92
    From the same stable as châteauneuf-du-Pape grandee Vieux Télégraphe, this old-vine cuvée is 

made from 85% grenache with a little syrah, cinsault and clairette. The 2016 is wonderfully 
concentrated with lots of matter, great depth of flavour and a long finish. 2021–2032. Magnums 
available.

122 RH49181 Gigondas, delas   £100
   This is a hugely impressive 2016 blend: thickly textured, ripe and satisfyingly rich. 2019–2026.

123 RH49241 Gigondas ventabren, Moulin de la Gardette   £110
    I first tasted this in its constituent parts. There was a rich, chocolatey syrah and several more 

weighty grenache parcels. The blend tasted of a heavenly fruit compote with a hint of spice.  
This will be very complete and satisfying. 2021–2032.

124 RH49251 Gigondas, Château Saint Cosme   £125
    Another splendid vintage for Saint cosme, full of blackberries and spice. What is striking about the 

2016 is the freshness of the wine, complementing the powerful blackberry and spice flavours 
beautifully. 2022–2030.

125 RH47471 Gigondas l’Argnée, Perrin   £145
    Made from 130-year-old pre-phylloxera vines, this is mightily complex, very full-bodied and 

dominated by an imposing structure. An outstanding cuvée of grenache, this is one for long-term 
cellaring. 2021–2033.

126 RH47461 Gigondas Clos des Tourelles, Perrin  £147
    exciting, full-bodied, vibrant, rich and concentrated gigondas from the Perrin family’s newly 

acquired estate here. This clearly stood out among all of this family’s many exceptional 2016 wines. 
2020–2035.

127 RH49271 Gigondas Le Claux, Château Saint Cosme   £300
    Massive wine in 2016, made from a plot of 110-year-old grenache vines. A very dark and 

concentrated wine with plenty of fat and formidable but exciting potential for ageing. 2022–2037.

Winemaker at Delas Claire Darnaud is very pleased with her 2016s, and so are we
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CHÂTeAuNeuF-du-PAPe ANd AROuNd
It is difficult to convey, or to place in context, the quality of this vintage here. Maybe 1978, which produced at the time some of the 
best wines in living memory. In a word: unmissable.

 Ref        In-bond delivered price six

128 RH49291 Côtes-du-Rhône villages Terres d’Argile, domaine de la Janasse   £70
    A full-bodied and fruity 2016 from this exciting estate. I tasted all of the elements of this wine in 

October: grenache, syrah, carignan and mourvèdre from vines close to the châteauneuf border, 
whose style this wine certainly resembles. 2019–2026.

129 RH47521 Côtes-du-Rhône Rouge, Coudoulet de beaucastel   £72
    The vines fall outside the official châteauneuf boundary, but the style is the same, and very much in 

keeping with Beaucastel’s signature, with its large proportion of the mourvèdre grape. The 2016 
has both depth and charm. 2019–2026. Magnums available.

130 RH49301 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Tradition, domaine la boutinière  £85
    A great-value châteauneuf-du-Pape in a superb vintage for the region. There is everything here: 

bright spicy fruit, almost fruitcake-like notes, complexity, finesse and length. 2019–2029.

131 RH49311 Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Château Mont-Redon   £90
    An outstanding Mont-Redon and for me one of the stars of the 2016 vintage. A wonderful 

concoction of plum and spice cast in steel. 2022–2034. Magnums and halves available.

132 RH49281 Côtes-du-Rhône Réserve, Clos du Caillou   £100
    Another wine that is châteauneuf-du-Pape in all but name; yet this one would have been had the 

family not been opposed to the creation of the appellation back in 1936! The 2016 is a staggeringly 
powerful wine loaded with liquorice and juicy fruit. 2021–2030.

133 RH49321 Châteauneuf-du-Pape, domaine Font de Michelle   £110
    Stylish, polished and with plenty of fat and grip in 2016, this is a ripe-tasting, full-flavoured 

châteauneuf made principally from grenache. 2020–2032. Magnums available.

134 RH49341 Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Le bosquet des Papes   £112
    Traditional, generous and full-bodied châteauneuf. There’s a lot of old-vine grenache in this dark, 

spicy and long-flavoured blend, adding extra weight and concentration. Full, spicy and quite 
splendid. 2021–2029.

135 RH49351 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Les Cèdres, Paul Jaboulet Aîné   £115
    Made from 80% grenache with 20% mourvèdre, this is a fabulous les cèdres with part of the crop 

coming from the southern part of châteauneuf close to la nerthe. This recalls some of the great 
les cèdres vintages of the past. 2022–2036. Magnums available.

136 RH49371 Châteauneuf-du-Pape La Crau de Ma Mère, Mayard   £130
    Quite possibly the best vintage yet for this, the top wine from Françoise and Béatrice Mayard, who 

also make the excellent Society’s exhibition châteauneuf-du-Pape. This comes from older vines and 
is therefore more concentrated and with greater depth. glorious. 2020–2030.

137 RH47971 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Mourre des Perdrix, domaine de la Charbonnière   £135
    An outstanding Mourre des Perdrix. The eponymous vineyard is just below the more famous  

la crau, but on mainly sandy soils and owned entirely by this rejuvenated estate. The mourvèdre 
grape plays a big part here and you can taste the concentration and black-fruit character.  
2021–2023.

138 RH49331 Côtes-du-Rhône Les Garrigues, domaine de la Janasse   £135
    A very rich, full-bodied and raisiny wine, 100% grenache from old vines on a north-facing slope. 

This is made in the old way, with stems going into the vat intact and the fruit trodden by foot. 
2022–2031.

139 RH49391 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Piedlong, brunier   £140
    Dominated by 90% grenache with mourvèdre making up the remaining 10%, this is a relatively 

pale-coloured wine (due to the absence of syrah), and offers a very refined expression of 
châteauneuf. excellent wine from Daniel and Frédéric Brunier. 2021–2029.

140 RH49361 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Tradition, domaine Giraud  £140
    Fabulous, rich and delightful châteauneuf. This is made by Marie and François giraud, a sister-and-

brother team with a long family tradition behind them. Their vineyards are scattered among some 
of the best slopes in châteauneuf and the backbone of the wine is provided by 100-year-old 
grenache vines, with 15% syrah and a touch of mourvèdre. 2021–2028.
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141 RH49401 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Cuvée etienne Gonnet, domaine Font de Michelle   £182
    A very rich and opulent châteauneuf in this fabulous vintage for the region, Font de Michelle’s top 

cuvée is made up of 70% grenache and equal amount of syrah and mourvèdre, with the grapes all 
coming from old vines on the plateau de la crau. 2022–2033.

142 RH49421 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Les Quartz, Clos du Caillou  £197
    Wonderfully fragrant with dark fruit, kirsch, spice and herbs, this is nevertheless still quite tight and 

in need of time in bottle. The use of 15% syrah in this cuvée deepens the colour and accentuates 
the sense of structure. More backward in style than clos du caillou’s Réserve wine. 2023–2031.

143 RH49411 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Le bois Pointu, blagden and Gonnet   £215
    A splendid joint-effort between Yorkshire and Provence! The vines are tended by charles Blagden 

and the wine made by guillaume gonnet of Font de Michelle. There is an unusually high amount  
of the counoise grape in this blend (around 20% in 2016) with around 70% grenache and a little 
mourvèdre, resulting in a fragrant, full-flavoured wine with a whiff of freshly milled cloves. 2022–2032.

144 RH47931 Châteauneuf-du-Pape, domaine du vieux Télégraphe   £220
    2016 produced a quite spectacular Télégraphe, packed with rich-tasting fruit and great promise for 

long-term keeping. 2024–2040. Magnums and halves available.

145 RH47451 Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Château de beaucastel   £240
    The Perrin family consider 2016 to be one of the best vintages for their estates, and especially for 

this wine. Multi-dimensional and rich, yet juicy too, with ripe dark-cherry fruit and spice. 2024–2040. 
Magnums available.

146 RH49431 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Cuvée Chaupin, domaine de la Janasse   £247
    This is made from nearly 100% grenache from north-facing slopes on the sandier parts of la crau, 

resulting in a very fat and richly flavoured example of this great châteauneuf vintage. 2022–2036.

147 RH47241 Châteauneuf-du-Pape barbe Rac, Chapoutier   £247
    chapoutier has been a landowner here for many years, selling under the Bernardine label. This 

wine comes from an individual plot of 90-year-old grenache and no oak is used so the flavour is of 
fruit in abundance. In the great 2016 vintage, this is on a massive scale. 2021–2032.

148 RH49441 Châteauneuf-du-Pape vieilles vignes, domaine de la Janasse   £325
    This is majestic in 2016, with great depth of fruit, density and concentration. 2024–2037. 

149 RH48081 Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Clos des Papes   £335
    An outstanding vintage for clos des Papes, offering charm and freshness. 2023–2042. Magnums 

available.

150 RH49451 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Réserve, Clos du Caillou   £347
    A remarkable cuvée of châteauneuf in a great vintage, made from grenache with some 30% 

mourvèdre and mostly coming the area known as Pignan. Full, very rich and weighty yet with 
wonderful lift. 2023–2038.

Vincent Avril: an outstanding vintage at Clos des PapesGuillaume Gonnet in Châteauneuf made 
wonderful, fragrant wines
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CAbeRNeT-dOMINATed WINeS
The great grape variety of bordeaux’s left bank does well in the south of France too, and made beautiful wines in 2016. This is a small 
section of cabernet-dominated wines that were too good to miss.

 Ref        In-bond delivered price six

151 FC33941 domaine de Perdiguier, Cuvée d’en Auger, vin de Pays des Côteaux d’ensérune   £45
    This ripe, full-bodied blend of 80:20 cabernet-merlot comes from an estate just outside Béziers 

managed by the Feracci family (father and two daughters). An attractive, polished, claret-like red. 
2020–2030. Magnums available.

152 FC33671 Mas de daumas Gassac Rouge   £130
     A ripe and perfectly poised vintage of this great southern French red and a tribute to founder Aimé 

guibert, who sadly died recently. Dominated by blackcurrant fruit when tasted in november last 
year. 2021–2034. Magnums available.

153 RH47981 domaine de Trévallon, vin de Pays des bouches du Rhône Rouge   £175
    2016 was a very small vintage at Trévallon. Such an exceptional crop was too much for a population 

of thirsty boars, who are known to be excellent judges of quality! The blend, a 50:50 split between 
cabernet sauvignon and syrah, stays the same and is magnificent. 2022–2035. Magnums available. 

LANGuedOC ANd ROuSSILLON RedS
The 2016 reds from these southern powerhouses are remarkably concentrated on account of persistent drought. The best growers 
tamed the heat of the vintage to produce excellent results. This is the pick of the crop.

 Ref        In-bond delivered price six

154 FC33971 Faugères Maison Jaune, domaine Jean-Michel Alquier   £67
    A gorgeous, finely balanced and Burgundy-inspired red. Mostly grenache and made with little new 

oak, the 2016 has great length of flavour. 2019–2027.

155 FC34011 Pic Saint Loup, Côteaux du Languedoc T’em T’em, Château de valflaunes   £72
    After a run of difficult vintages, at last this corner of the languedoc has a little to smile about. This 

is a lovely oak-aged syrah: dark, ripe with touches of spice and cedar wood. 2020–2028.

156 FC33951 Corbières-boutenac Atal Sia, Château Ollieux Romanis   £75
    A stand-out wine from the languedoc: this carignan-dominated blend, aged in tank rather than 

barrel, is black and fruity with notes of blueberry and wet stone, with gorgeous concentration and 
lift in this vintage. 2021–2028.

157 FC33961 Languedoc-Montpeyroux bleu velours, domaine La Jasse Castel   £75
    Wonder-woman Pascale Rivière does pretty much everything herself on her estate and this is her 

best wine. In terms of grapes, there is a little bit of everything here, including carignan and cinsault, 
blended to create a black-fruited wine of lovely balance, complexity and lift. 2021–2028.

158 FC34001 Corbières Cuvée Or, Château Ollieux-Romanis   £80
    The blend is similar to the delicious Atal Sia above but the élevage is different, as here the wine is 

raised in barrel. The result is more evident concentration, more obvious weight and richness, and 
succulent, creamy fruit, with great lift and added tension in this vintage. 2020–2028

Aimé Guibert, who sadly passed away recently, and his two sons, made a ripe and perfectly poised wine at 
Daumas Gassac. 
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 Ref        In-bond delivered price six

159 FC33981 Minervois la Livinière Grand vin, Château Sainte-eulalie   £82
    The idea for this top wine is to show the potential of the Minervois region at its purest, without any 

oak to mask the fruit. Dominated by ripe syrah, this blend is dark and full of promise. A wine that 
will reveal itself with a little bottle age. 2021–2029.

160 FC34031 Prieuré Saint Jean de bébian Côteaux du Languedoc Rouge   £90
    One of the stand-out tastings last year came from a small vat of pure cinsault: it was at the 

moment of tasting it that I knew for certain that 2016 had to be an exceptional vintage. The cinsault 
in question came from this languedoc estate. This has exceptional finesse and great complexity. 
2022–2031. Magnums available.

161 FC34021 Faugères Les bastides, domaine Jean-Michel Alquier   £97
    A muscular Faugères from this outstanding estate. The blend is dominated by fruit from old syrah 

vines and the élevage includes a higher proportion of new oak barrels. Dark, brooding and, in 2016, 
outstanding. 2022–2031.

162 FC34041 Côtes du Roussillon villages vieilles vignes, domaine Gauby   £140
    gérard and ghislaine gauby break all the rules, making wines that have a profile closer to the loire 

than the Deep South. The fruit of 125-year-old carignan vines is at the heart of this exceptional 
wine: full-flavoured, characterful and bottled neither fined nor filtered. 2020–2030.

163 FC34051 Côtes du Roussillon villages Muntada, domaine Gauby   £320
    On paper, this seems similar to gauby’s Vieilles Vignes wine above, except that the plots chosen are 

not the same. Ancient carignan still make up the heart of the blend but with longer élevage in large 
foudres of Austrian oak. Massive, rich and eternally complex. 2022–2035.

 The Whites.
The 2016 whites are refined and elegant and close to the great 2014 vintage in style. The crucial month for the white wines is August; 
and in 2016, the nights remained on the cool side, perfect in order to maintain freshness. Plenty of wonderful choices here.

THe vIOGNIeR GRAPe
Condrieu and Elsewhere
 Ref        In-bond delivered price six

164 RH47991 viognier, vin de Pays Rhodannienes, domaine barou   £57
    Full-bodied, rich viognier that tastes of crushed pear and peach. Delightful in this vintage and 

reminiscent of condrieu in style, with appropriate weight and density. 2018–2021.

165 RH49461 viognier, La Rosine vin de Pays des Collines Rhodaniennes, domaine Ogier   £72
    A lovely fresh-tasting viognier from a vineyard just outside the condrieu appellation. There is a touch of 

aniseed as well as peach and citrus. Perfect to drink young, served on its own or with shellfish. 2018–
2022.

166 RH49471 Contours deponcins vin de France, domaine villard   £75
    A lovely, fruity viognier made from young vines, some from condrieu itself but most from slopes 

outside the appellation’s hallowed borders. This has fine freshness, apricot-like fruit and finishes 
long. 2018–2020.

167 RH48001 Condrieu, domaine Pichon   £122
    christophe Pichon, now aided by his son corentin, makes elegant and generously flavoured 

viognier, and his creamy and rich 2016 has an excellent combination of weight and freshness, 
evoking the great 2014 vintage in terms of style. 2018–2023.

168 RH47421 Condrieu, Cave Merlin   £127
    gorgeous, unctuous viognier with a wealth of pear, peach and apricot-like fruit. François Merlin 

learned his craft with georges Vernay and René Rostaing, and over 20 years has accumulated a 
wide spread of small holdings. 2018–2021.

169 RH49491 Condrieu Combe de Maleval, domaine Ogier   £140
    From vines planted up a narrow valley past the pretty medieval village of Maleval, this is a rich and 

full-flavoured style of condrieu that will give much pleasure for earlier drinking. 2018–2023.

170 RH49501 Seyssuel Taburnum Collines Rhodaniennes, vins de vienne   £147
    A fine barrel-fermented viognier from outside the city of Vienne. Full, weighty and condrieu-like, 

albeit slightly more reserved in style. 2019–2025.
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 Ref        In-bond delivered price six

171 RH47291 Condrieu Jardin Suspendu, villa   £152
    Pierre-Jean Villa is one of the newer names in the northern Rhône. he owns parcels in côte-Rôtie 

and Saint-Joseph, but his 2ha in condrieu made a delicious wine in 2016: a little less alcoholic than 
in the past, fruity, fresh and delightful. 2018–2022.

172 RH49481 Condrieu le Grand vallon, domaine villard   £160
    This glorious food-friendly white will be readier sooner than the Deponcins below; a splendidly rich 

viognier with both fat and grip. 2018–2024.

173 RH49511 Condrieu deponcins, domaine villard   £167
    gloriously rich and weighty viognier. This generous and long-flavoured wine will need a year in 

bottle to be at its best. 2019–2025.

174 RH48011 Condrieu Côteau de Chéry, domaine André Perret   £180
    Outstanding, perfectly balanced, creamy viognier with flavours of peach and apricot. This oozes 

class. 2018–2025.

175 RH49521 Condrieu La bonnette, domaine Rostaing   £225
    René Rostaing’s take on the viognier grape offers wonderful class without heaviness. elegant and 

lemon-flavoured (running a gamut from peel to confit!), and irresistible. 2018–2024.

176 RH49531 Condrieu vernon, domaine Cuilleron   £255
    Unctuous, richly flavoured and thickly textured viognier with notes of mint and peach on the palate. 

extravagant and very long. 2019–2026.

177 RH49541 Condrieu La doriane, Guigal   £320
    guigal continue to shift the style of their top condrieu, reducing the amount of oak and introducing 

fruit from some excellent new slopes they have just acquired. Rich, dry, complex and wonderfully 
balanced between opulence and elegance. 2018–2023

NORTHeRN RHÔNe WHITeS
Crozes-Hermitage, Saint-Péray, Saint-Joseph and Hermitage
 Ref        In-bond delivered price six

178 RH47351 Crozes-Hermitage blanc, domaine Rousset   £60
    The village of larnage is famous for its white clay soils called kaolin, used in the making of porcelain. 

White grape varieties thrive on kaolin soils, as is very much the case with this marsanne which has 
delicacy, finesse and enough grip to stand up to all manner of dishes. 2018–2022.

179 RH49551 Crozes-Hermitage Terre blanche, domaine belle   £67
    This lovely wine comes from the northern part of crozes, where the soils are rich in whiteish china 

clay. The blend is 70% marsanne and 30% roussanne, with half of the wine aged in oak, resulting in 
a white that combines great finesse and concentration of flavour. 2018–2026.

180 RH49561 Saint-Péray Les bialères, vins de vienne   £70
    Always a good buy for early drinking and delicious in 2016: a blend of 80% marsanne and 20% 

roussanne, well balanced with just a hint of oak. 2018–2024.

Marcel and Philippe Guigal make a complex and wonderfully balanced wine
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 Ref        In-bond delivered price six

181 RH49571 Saint-Joseph Offerus blanc, Jean-Louis Chave   £72
    This has a crystalline quality in 2016 alongside lovely fruit and a touch of honeysuckle. Most of the 

grapes come from the clos l’Arbalestrier where there are 100-year-old marsanne vines. 2018–2024.

182 RH49581 Crozes-Hermitage Mule blanche, Paul Jaboulet Aîné   £95
    Most of the fruit for this wine comes from Jaboulet’s Thalabert vineyard and the blend of the 2016 

is 50:50 marsanne and roussanne, with some oak ageing for greater complexity. This tastes creamy 
and rich with an enticing honeysuckle note to the flavour. 2018–2025.

183 RH49591 Saint-Joseph blanc Mairlant, domaine villard   £95
    A lovely, full-flavoured marsanne from the northern part of Saint-Joseph. creamy, gently honeyed 

and long. 2018–2025.

184 RH47551 Saint-Joseph blanc la digue, domaine Cuilleron   £97
    From a very steep slope planted entirely with the roussanne grape, this is a fascinating and delicious 

wine. Full-flavoured and intense, it will develop a more golden colour and honeyed nutty flavours 
over time. 2018–2025.

185 RH47321 Crozes-Hermitage blanc Maison blanche, vins de vienne   £105
    hermitage in all but name: the vineyard that is separated from the appellation border by just a 

track! Made from marsanne, this is full-flavoured, rich and a rather special buy. 2018–2025.

186 RH49611 Saint-Péray Ongrie, domaine voge   £107
    Alain Voge is a pioneer of Saint-Péray’s still wines, and in forging ahead early, showed how well 

these wines could age. Ongrie is the name of a top vineyard on largely granite slopes in the village, 
which in 2016 produced a wine of great flavour, richness and concentration. 2018–2027.

187 RH49601 Saint-Péray Prestige, domaine du Tunnel   £115
    Stephanne Robert produces clear, crystalline wines and this Saint-Péray uses the fruit of 100-year-old 

marsanne vines, blended with 20% roussanne. A wine with old-vine concentration and finesse. 2018–
2026.

188 RH49621 Saint-Péray Les Figuiers, domaine bernard Gripa   £125
    Fabrice gripa makes two contrasting wines in Saint-Péray. This is the more serious of the two, using 

old-vine roussanne to create a wine that ages beautifully and which is utterly glorious in this vintage. 
2018–2027.

189 RH49631 Saint-Péray Fleur de Crussol, domaine voge   £130
    Only made in good years, this is a tiny cuvée of concentrated, full-flavoured marsanne. Fermented 

and then aged briefly in oak to round out the flavour. 2018–2027.

190 RH47181 Hermitage blanc Les Miaux, Ferraton   £152
    This very small négoce, under the chapoutier umbrella, incorporates all the Ferraton family holdings 

– including several plots on hermitage. Delightful, creamy and rich in 2016 but sadly very little was 
made. 2018–2027.

191 RH47891 Hermitage blanc La Pierrelle, Saint Cosme   £175
    louis Barruol makes a tiny amount of this essence of crushed pear, lemon and honey. lovely 

balance in 2016. 2018–2029.

192 RH49641 Hermitage blanc Chevalier de Sterimberg, Paul Jaboulet Aîné   £210
    hail in April severely reduced the yield here, which explains the added concentration in this vintage. 

Two-thirds marsanne (some of the vines dating back to 1900) with a third roussanne, the latter 
adding grip and elegance to the honey-and-lemon flavoured whole. 2019–2030.

193 RH47111 Saint-Joseph blanc Les Granits, Chapoutier   £215
    Fragrant, refined marsanne from vines grown on very steep slopes to the south of Tournon. Ageing 

was half done in tank and half in barrel, resulting in a full-flavoured 2016 with plenty of 
concentration and balancing freshness. 2019–2030.

194 RH49651 Hermitage blanc Chante-Alouette, Chapoutier   £225
    A glorious, ripe yet well-structured white hermitage. Very rich, unctuous and sensuous, with great 

length. 2018–2030.

195 RH48801 Hermitage blanc domaine des Tourettes, delas   £247
    Made from 100% marsanne to create a wine that tastes rich and weighty with layers of honeyed, 

citrusy and buttery fruit. 2018–2026.

196 RH47231 ermitage blanc de l’Oree, Chapoutier   £705
    Made entirely from 70-year-old marsanne vines grown on the chalkier, eastern part of hermitage, this is a 

rich, unctuous white. Multi-layered with flavours of hazelnut, quince, citrus and honeysuckle. 2019–2032.
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SOuTHeRN WHITeS
Rhône and Roussillon
 Ref        In-bond delivered price six

197 RH47501 Côtes-du-Rhône blanc, Coudoulet de beaucastel   £85
    Made from equal thirds of viognier, marsanne and bourboulenc, this is a lovely, creamy, rich-tasting 

white. There is the apricot, peachy fragrance of viognier with the structure given by the marsanne 
and the grip coming from the bourboulenc. 2018–2023.

198 RH47651 Châteauneuf-du-Pape blanc, domaine Font de Michelle   £102
    A wonderfully elegant white châteauneuf. generous and ripe without ever being heavy, thanks to 

the citrusy edge imparted by the bourboulenc grape’s presence in the blend. 2018–2028

199 FC34061 domaine Gauby vieilles vignes blanc, Côtes Catalanes   £142
    From the top estate in the Roussillon, this is 60% grenache gris, with the rest macabeu. Though 

aged in oak, the oak flavour is barely perceptible in this dry and persistent white. Almost Sancerre-
like freshness here. 2018–2027.

200 FC33331 Collioure blanc ‘Chrysophée’, Chapoutier   £170
    This comes from a small plot of grenache, blanc and gris, grown on schists near the border with 

Pain. Stunning quality, rich with flavours of apricot yet with plenty of gastronomic grip on the palate 
too. 2018–2024.

201 RH48021 Châteauneuf-du-Pape blanc, domaine du vieux Télégraphe   £197
    Supremely elegant white châteauneuf based on 45% clairette with grenache, roussanne and 

bourboulenc. Full-flavoured, lemony, herby, well rounded yet dry. 2018–2027.

202 RH48091 Châteauneuf-du-Pape blanc, Clos des Papes   £237
    Vincent Avril uses all six white châteauneuf varieties but in 2016 put a little more emphasis on 

picpoul and bouboulenc, two grapes that bring lift and grip to the wine. Pear and aniseed dominate 
the flavour now but will develop complexity with time and turn towards lime and honey with 
maturity. 2018–2028.

203 RH47481 Châteauneuf-du-Pape blanc, Château de beaucastel   £237
    Made from 80% roussanne, 15% grenache and 5% of everything else, this is a very fine and, as ever, 

multi-dimensional white Beaucastel. The 2016 has honey and hazelnut with citrus and a lovely sense 
of balance. 2018–2025.

204 RH47491 Châteauneuf-du-Pape Roussanne vieilles vignes, Château de beaucastel   £497
    concentrated and rich but with alleviating freshness in 2016, this 100% roussanne is a great, 

decadent wine for food. It can be enjoyed young though the oak will be marked; its true greatness 
will only reveal itself after many more years in bottle. 2018–2028.

This way to the top estate in Roussillon
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2016 GOOd-vALue RHÔNe vILLAGeS
drinking Window 2019 to 2025

A 12-bottle case containing two bottles of each of the following:

beaumes de venise Le Paradou, Paul Jaboulet Aîné 
Laudun Côtes-du-Rhône villages, Château Courac
vinsobres Altitude 420, domaine Jaume
Cairanne ventabren villages, domaine des escaravailles
Massif d’uchaux Grande Réserve, Château Saint-estève 
ventoux epicure, Château valcombe

205  ref OC4336 at £79

2016 LANGuedOC-ROuSSILLON
drinking Window 2019 to 2027

A six-bottle case containing one bottle of each of the following:

domaine de Perdiguier, Cuvée d’en Auger, vin de Pays des 
Côteaux d’ensérune 
Prieuré Saint Jean de bébian Côteaux du Languedoc Rouge
Faugères Maison Jaune, domaine Jean-Michel Alquier 
Languedoc-Montpeyroux bleu velours, domaine La Jasse 
Castel
Minervois Grand vin, Château Sainte-eulalie
Corbières-boutenac Atal Sia, Château Ollieux Romanis

209  ref OC4376 at £76

2016 CHÂTeAuNeuF-du-PAPe
drinking Window 2020 to 2029

A six-bottle case containing one bottle each of the following:

Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Château Mont-Redon
Châteauneuf-du-Pape, domaine Font de Michelle
Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Le bosquet des Papes
Châteauneuf-du-Pape, La Crau de Ma Mère, Mayard
Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Piedlong, brunier
Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Les Cèdres, Paul Jaboulet Aîné

210  ref OC4396 at £120

2016 CORNAS, HeRMITAGe ANd 
CÔTe-RÔTIe
drinking Window 2020 to 2029

A six-bottle case containing one bottle each of the following:

Cornas Champelrose, domaine Courbis
Cornas Grandes Terraces, Paul Jaboulet Aîné
Hermitage Monier de la Sizeranne, Chapoutier
Hermitage La Maison bleue, Paul Jaboulet Aîné
Côte-Rôtie Coeur du Combard, domaine barge
Côte-Rôtie, domaine burgaud

211  ref OC4406 at £180

2016 vIOGNIeR
drinking Window  2018 to 2020

A six-bottle case containing one bottle of each of the following:

Condrieu deponcins, domaine villard 
Condrieu, domaine Pichon
Condrieu Combe de Maleval domaine Ogier 
viognier vin de Pays Rhodannienes, domaine barou 
Contours deponcins vin de France, domaine villard 
viognier La Rosine vin de Pays des Collines Rhodaniennes, 
domaine Ogier

212  ref OC4416 at £109

2016 SOuTHeRN RHÔNe beLLeS
drinking Window  2019 to 2026

A 12-bottle case containing two bottles of each of the following:

Lirac, Château Mont-Redon 
vinsobres Référence, domaine Jaume
Gigondas, delas 
Plan de dieu Père en Fille, Paul Jaboulet Aîné 
vacqueyras Saint Roch, Clos des Cazaux 
Seguret Côtes-du-Rhône villages Grande Réserve, domaine 
de Mourchon

206  ref OC4346 at £121

2016 GIGONdAS
drinking Window 2020 to 2028

A six-bottle case containing one bottle of each of the following:
Gigondas Grand Romane vieilles vignes, Pierre Amadieu 
Gigondas Tour Sarrasine, Clos des Cazaux
Gigondas, domaine La bouissière
Gigondas Pierre Aiguille, Paul Jaboulet Aîné 
Gigondas, domaine du Cayron
Gigondas ventabren, Moulin de la Gardette

207  ref OC4356 at £86

2016 CROzeS-HeRMITAGe 
drinking Window 2019 to 2027

A 12-bottle case containing two bottles of each of the following:

Crozes-Hermitage domaine des Grands Chemins, delas
Crozes-Hermitage domaine de Thalabert, Paul Jaboulet Aîné
Crozes-Hermitage, Maison des Alexandrins Nicolas Perrin 
Crozes-Hermitage Albéric bouvet, domaine Gilles Robin
Crozes-Hermitage Cuvée Gaby, domaine du Colombier
Crozes-Hermitage Trois Chênes, emmanuel darnaud

208  ref OC4366 at £162

*Drink dates for these mixed cases refer to the period when all 
the wines will be at their peak. Please refer to the individual wine 
for its recommended drink date.

MIXeD cASeS

See PAGe 3 FOR THe  
THe 2016 RHÔNe eSSeNTIALS CASe



How this offer works
Orders by telephone, website and post will be accepted. If you 
would like to order via the website, visit thewinesociety.com/
rhoneep

Orders need to arrive at Stevenage by 8pm, Tuesday 20th 
February, 2018 and will be processed thereafter. Members whose 
orders have been received by this date will receive confirmation of 
their purchase by 21st March, 2018 at the latest. 

If you wish to receive e-mail notifications for this and subsequent 
opening offers, and have not already notified us, please see the 
order form for instructions. 

If demand exceeds supply 
The Society has a long relationship with many of the growers in 
this offer and access to good quantities of wine. It is possible 
however that demand may exceed supply for individual wines, in 
which case we will share out (as far as is practical) the available 
stock equally amongst ordering members. If this still does not 
allow every member to have some wine, then as a final resort we 
divide members into groups depending on their level of support 
for The Society (quantity of wine bought, spend, orders placed 
etc). Members who have given greater support to The Society will 
have a better chance (but no certainty) of being allocated wine, 
and those who have given less support will have a lesser chance 
(but still a chance). The Society will offer a similar wine as a 
substitute if the original choice cannot be provided, or members 
may nominate their own substitute when ordering. Doing so will 
not lessen the chance of receiving the original wine. 

Members’ Reserves
The Society’s Members’ Reserves is a purpose-built, temperature-
controlled facility offering members access to optimum storage 
conditions. The annual rental charge, currently £8.64 per dozen, 
includes VAT and insurance at replacement value. Any wine 
bought from The Society, by the unmixed or pre-mixed dozen, 
may be added or removed at any time. Members can also remove 
a few bottles of a full case stored in Reserves. Please visit our 
website thewinesociety.com/reserves for more details. 

 

What the price includes
n	 	Prices shown include delivery to a UK address. They do not 

include excise duty or VAT. 

n	 	Payment of duty and VAT, at the prevailing rate (currently 
£25.98 duty per 12 75cl-bottle case,£12.99 per six-bottle case 
and 20% VAT payable on wine and duty) will be requested 
once the wines are removed for delivery or collection from 
Stevenage. The wines will arrive at Stevenage in autumn 2018 
for the whites and spring 2019 for the reds. 

n	 	Once the wines arrive, members may opt to have them 
delivered within the UK or stored in Members’ Reserves. 

Notes 
n	 	Members, especially those living overseas, should note that only 

unmixed cases may be exported or transferred to an outside 
bond. 

n	 	Wines are offered in cases of 12, 6 or 3 as indicated. 

Please read the full terms and conditions for this offer set out on 
the enclosed order form and on our website before placing your 
order.

RHJAN18/1

This offer will close at 8pm, Tuesday 20th 
February, 2018

For information regarding availability after this 
date, please contact The Society on 01438 741177 
or e-mail memberservices@thewinesociety.com

Uncork with confidence

The Wine Society is a mutual organisation, so our members’ satisfaction  
is paramount. If, for any reason, you haven’t enjoyed a wine we want to hear 
about it and will happily offer a credit, a replacement or a refund.  
thewinesociety.com/promise

OF THE YEAR 2017

Vnes at Domaine de Thalabert


